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The SensiGuard® Supply Chain Intelligence Center (SCIC)
presents a summary of major incidents and news articles
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relating to cargo theft and intelligence for the week ending
3 July 2020.
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Belgium
25 June 2020: A suspect risked eight years in
prison, but received six years instead for having given
instructions in a series of truck thefts perpetrated
across Belgium between September 2017 and
September 2018.
Read more: La Meuse (Belgium)
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France

The Netherlands
2 July 2020: There has been a reported increase

27 June 2020: Police arrested four suspects in

in Fuel thefts in the English Channel. Mainly

Dieren suspected of theft from a truck. The truck

trucks, buses and particularly cars are targeted,

was parked on the Admiraal Helfrichlaan. Someone

the gendarmerie de la Manche warns. In the past

saw the theft and warned the police. Thanks to this

year, Fuel theft has doubled for heavy goods vehicles, but bus

tip, the four suspects were arrested.

drivers, automobile drivers, farmers, and even boat pilots are

Read more: Studio Rheden (The Netherlands)

affected. The phenomenon extends throughout the department
of Manche, but has not been observed as much in Calvados,
Orne or Seine-Maritime and Eure.
Read more: France 3

APAC

1 July 2020: Three men were taken into police
custody for Fuel theft in Coulounieix-Chamiers
(Dordogne). At around 3 am, a call reached the
police station in Périgueux to report that several

Iran

people had been seen passing through the gate of the site. The

3 July 2020: India’s first-ever port investment

night crime squad went to the scene. The patrol was able to see

overseas at Chabahar in Iran is gaining

the suspects collecting cans. When a car was approached to

momentum with the Persian Gulf nation approving

load the booty (20 cans, or 500 liters), the police intervened.
Read more: SudOuest (France)
27 June 2020: A dramatic accident occurred in a
Niort company. Shortly after midnight, a 25-year-old
man was trapped under a truck from which he had
just removed the wheel. An investigation is opened.
The hypothesis of a wheel theft gone wrong is favored by the
police.
Read more: Ouest-France

Germany
28 June 2020: Unknown curtain slashers caused
damage to property around €40,000 on the street
Holsterfeld in Salzbergen. At around 2:00 a.m.,
perpetrators cut the tarpaulin of a truck, then
opened the loading door and stole about three pallets with filled
boxes of goods.
Read more: EV Online (Germany)

the integration of the port with the Free Zone
operating in the area, and the opening of a branch by an
Afghanistan bank soon. The integration of Chabahar port with
the Free Zone was approved by the Iranian Guardian Council.
Subsequently, a memorandum of understanding was signed
between the Ports and Maritime Organization (PMO) of the
Islamic Republic of Iran and Free Zone Authorities on 9 June for
implementation of laws and regulations of the Free Zone in the
port of Chabahar.
Read more: Hellenic Shipping News

India
30 June 2020: A gang of highway robbers stole
a truck along with cash and other valuables worth
RS30,000 from a driver near Rahud Ghat on the
Maumbai-Agra highway. According to the police, the
truck driver was forced to sit in a vehicle and was
taken around 90 km away from the crime scene, after which he
was tied to a tree.
Read more: Times of India
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North & South
America

Mexico
1 July 2020: The attempted Hijacking of a trailer
of Pharmaceuticals resulted in the death of one
of the criminals involved. The incident took place
in Tultepec, State of Mexico, where CUSAEM
security escorts engaged in a shootout with the cargo thieves,

Brazil

preventing the theft.
2 July 2020: Police arrested a man who had just
stolen a truck, with a load estimated at more than R
$ 1 million, in São José dos Campos. According
to the driver, at least four armed men cut in front of
him and took over the vehicle, while part of the gang

took him captive. He was released after information that the Civil
Police had recovered the stolen vehicle.
Read more: Costa Norte (Brazil)
2 July 2020: A truck driver was taken hostage
during a robbery on the BR-376 Highway between
Imbaú and Mauá da Serra. One of the thieves
was armed with a rifle. The diesel oil load was
taken. The driver said that the truck lost speed, started to have
mechanical problems, then stopped at the side of the road after
which the driver was surprised by a hooded suspect behind the
cab.
Read more: UOL (Brazil)

Read more: La Prensa (Mexico)
29 June 2020: A group of five criminals assaulted a
truck driver near Camargo, Chihuahua, cutting off
one of his fingers to rob him of MXN$2,000 in cash
and a cell phone. The truck driver, who had pulled
over to check his lights when he was attacked, then had to drive
himself to Camargo to request assistance.
Read more: El Sol de Parral (Mexico)
25 June 2020: Cargo thefts in Choapas, Veracruz
continue. Most recently, authorities recovered a
cargo vehicle stolen just hours earlier by a group of
armed men aboard a white pick-up truck with tinted
windows. The vehicle was located via GPS, however,
the cargo (which consisted of tools) had already been offloaded
when authorities arrived.
Read more: Presencia (Mexico)

2 July 2020: A man was arrested after
participating in a robbery in São Carlos. He and
other partners overpowered a truck driver and
tried to steal the cargo of veterinary drugs valued
at R $ 300,000. The perpetrator released the truck driver on the
highway. The victim was taken hostage by other assailants. The
police found the thief with the truck and the cargo.

U.S. & Canada
30 June 2020: The battle for Asian containerized
exports rages on between West and East Coast
ports. The East had been steadily gaining ground,
but COVID-19 is changing the balance in favor of
the West, at least in the short term.

26 June 2020: The pandemic has allowed

Read more: FreightWaves.com

criminals to specialize in internet fraud. In
Lajeado, a city in the Vale do Taquari, in Rio
Grande do Sul, where the largest number of
occurrences are concentrated, there was an increase in crimes
involving fraud. From January to May 2020 there were 133
cases, an increase of 38.5% from the same period in 2019 (96
cases).

29 June 2020: Many measures will be introduced
to reduce risks associated with COVID-19 as
sealift deliveries to the Northwest Territories and
Nunavut are made over the coming months.
Read more: Northern News Services Limited (Canada)

Read more: Informativo (Brazil)
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29 June 2020: A fugitive who was riding in a

26 June 2020: California environmental regulators

tractor-trailer that had been pulled over on a

approved a measure that, within a few years,

Pennsylvania interstate led authorities on a brief

will require truck manufacturers to transition a

chase, holding them at bay with gunfire for three hours until they

percentage of their sales in the state from diesel

finally shot and killed him.

trucks to electric zero-emission vehicles.

Read more: ABC News

Read more: Transport Topics

28 June 2020: A man entered a California

26 June 2020: Two victims are dead and one

distribution center and started firing at random

was injured after a gunman opened fire at a

targets, killing one person before officers fatally

warehouse in Illinois. The gunman also died.

shot him during an exchange of gunfire.

Read more: USA Today

Read more: CNN
26 June 2020: Cargo congestion is a big problem
27 June 2020: While the Commercial

behind the scenes at some major U.S. airports.

Vehicle Safety Alliance (CVSA)

The coronavirus forced big industry changes that
have exacerbated existing inefficiencies due to

postponed its annual 72-hour safety blitz
in May because of COVID-19, inspectors will be out in full force

poor coordination and infrastructure.

from July 12-18 as part of its annual Safe Driver Week. Law

Read more: FreightWaves.com

enforcement personnel throughout North America will be on the
lookout for unsafe drivers on roadways. Drivers in violation will
be pulled over and may be issued a warning or citation.
Read more: FreightWaves.com
27 June 2020: Southern California has become
a key entry point for freight entering the U.S. in
the post-COVID-19 market. After a notable shift
in shippers moving freight in through the eastern
ports in late 2019, they have scrambled to recover lost time and
manage inventories in what has become, “the new normal.”
Read more: FreightWaves.com
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